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The Roll-Line ICE Professional Dance Wheels are the BEST Dance Wheels available today and Skated on by more World Champions than any
other wheel!

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Base price with tax $175.00
Price with discount $175.00
Salesprice with discount
Sales price $175.00
Sales price without tax $175.00
Save:
Tax amount
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Roll-Line ICE 63mm Professional Dance Wheels

Description
The Roll-Line ICE Professional Dance Wheels are the BEST Dance Wheels available today and Skated on by more World Champions than
any other wheel! Made in Italy by Roll-Line. Set of 8 Cast Urethane BiCompound Formula wheels excellent on any indoor Roller Skating
surface. ICE Wheels have the Name and Wheel information printed on the Back Surface of the Wheels, leaving the facing profile clear - this
provides a much cleaner look to the Wheels.
Roll-Line has reinvented the wheel giving it properties that are normally not achievable in one wheel, incredible Smoothness (from the use of a
little more Rebound), Tight Grip, Low Noise, and Super Roll. This combination of features has not been possible in the past, until Roll-Line
developed the right blend of three Urethane Polymers of the latest generation to create the ICE Professional Dance Wheels. Roll-Line based
the design on that of the Low Rider Tire concept. Large Hub and a Smaller, Thinner Tread, and produced one of the LIGHTEST, TIGHTEST,
and BEST ROLLING wheels available. Roll-Line has developed the Delrin Hub which is incredibly Strong, very Light, and with extremely Close
Tolerances for Roundness, Trueness, and for the Cage where the Bearings and Spacers are mounted. The Roll-Line Tread is a new TriCompound Polymer Formula, which provides Tight Grip, without the tire compression of other competitive wheels on the market. The lack of tire
compression, along with the thinner tread, mounted on the Roll-Line Hub, is what provides the INCREDIBLE ROLL. Sold in sets of 8 wheels in a
63mm diameter with a 30mm tread width.
The Hubs of the ICE Professional Dance Wheels are Chromed. The back side of the Wheel (where the printing is) and the color of the hub
identifies which hardness the wheel is.
88A = Blue
90A = Gold
92A = Green
95A = Silver/White (Like North American 101A)
97A = Silver/Grey (Like North American 103A)
NOTE: In North America, the most popular ICE Wheels used by most Dance Skaters are the ICE 95A (which is similar to others 101A in
grip, but with more ROLL), while the ICE 88A, 90A, and 92A are used for the ability to press those Strong Edges on Skating Surfaces that are
a bit less than tight. The ICE 97A (which is similar to others 103A in grip, but with more ROLL), is best used on high level competitive
Skating Surfaces that are a bit more Tight to provide that incredible ROLL.

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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